Annx. 2
Manufacturing & supply experience
Manufacturer shall satisfies following conditions:
Manufacturers of that particular equipment ( As covered in technical specification of
equipment) should have at least 10 years of manufacturing experience and should
have supplied minimum of 05 nos. of equipment of capacity/rating as covered in
technical specification attached) or higher capacity/rating to ONGC or any of the
companies mentioned below during the last 10 years from 10.01.2019 :
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.
10.
11.
12.
13.
14.
15.

Atwood Oceanic
Diamond Offshore
ENSCO
KCA Deutag Drilling
Hercules Offshore
Nabors Industries
Noble Corporation
Parker Drilling
Pioneer Energy Services
Weatherford/ Precision Drilling
SAIPEM
Schlumberger
Transocean
Pride International
Global SantaFe

Note: In case of any merger/ acquisition of aforesaid companies with any other
company, the bidder should clearly bring out the same and submit documentary
evidence accordingly.
Experience details in respect of above should be submitted as per attached format
at Annexure-III along with documentary evidence as detailed below
Documentary evidence in respect of the above should be submitted in the form of
copies of relevant Purchase Orders alongwith copies of any of the documents in
respect of satisfactory execution of each of those Purchase Orders, such as - (i)
Satisfactory Inspection report (OR) (ii) Satisfactory supply completion / Installation
report (OR) (iii) Consignee Receipted Delivery Challans (OR) (iv) Central Excise
Gate Pass / Tax Invoices issued under relevant rules of Central Excise / VAT/GST
(OR) (v) any other documentary evidence that can substantiate the satisfactory
execution of each of the purchase orders cited above.

For any Equipment if the manufacturer has supplied Minimum 05 no’s of equipment
of same capacity or higher capacity to ONGC in the past, the manufacturer will be
considered as Technically qualified for supply of that equipment from the same
manufacturing plant. As a proof of manufacturing experience and past supply record
for the purchase /supply orders placed by ONGC, a list of such supply orders (POs
having ten digit number) generated through the SAP system is sufficient.

